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Information Centre and Toolbox in One: How
to Make the Most of Task Manager

As a car driver, you’re operating a comp-
licated machine, but there’s plenty of
information about its behaviour right in
front of you. A quick glance at the
dashboard tells you everything from how
fast you’re going and how much petrol
you have to whether seatbelts are fastened or the boot
is open.

On your PC, the information isn’t quite as obvious, but
it’s there when you need it. Windows has a program
named Task Manager that can tell you what your PC is
doing and how busy it is. You can also use it to close
programs that have crashed without having to restart
your PC. Read on to learn how to make the most of this
useful task management program.
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This article shows you how to:
• Find out what your PC is doing ‘behind 
the scenes’

• See if a program is overworking your PC
• Quickly recover from a program crash
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The Basics: Open and Close Task Manager

Task Manager is a small but powerful program included in
every version of Windows. It shows you which programs
are currently running on your PC (including the many
‘background’ programs which you wouldn’t otherwise be
aware of), as well as how much processing power and
memory is in use and how much activity is occurring on
your network.

All this information can be interesting, but Task Manager
has many practical uses too. For example, if a program
you’re using crashes and stops responding to the mouse
and keyboard, you can use Task Manager to stop the
program without having to restart your computer.

There are two ways to start Task Manager, and you can
use whichever you prefer:

• Press the key combination Ctrl+Shift+Esc.

• In Windows 10 and earlier, right-click a blank space on
the taskbar and click Task Manager (or Start Task
Manager).
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If you’re using Windows 8.1 or later, do you see a row of
tabs running across the top of the Task Manager
window? If not, click the words More details at the
bottom-left corner of the window. Those tabs will
appear at the top and you’re now seeing the ‘complete’
Task Manager window rather than just its simplified
version. In future, whenever you start Task Manager,
this ‘complete’ version is what you’ll see automatically.

To close Task Manager when you’ve finished using it,
either press the Esc key on your keyboard or click the x
button in its top-right corner.

Slow PC? What’s the Problem?  
Has this ever happened to you? Your PC suddenly seems
much slower than usual, programs take a long time to
respond to mouse clicks and key presses, and the
computer behaves as if it’s operating for its own benefit
rather than yours. Your first thought may be to restart
the PC – an annoying distraction, especially if you have a
number of programs open at the time.

A better approach is to do what a doctor would do in
similar circumstances: start by trying to form a diagnosis
(using Task Manager) rather than instantly attempting a
cure (by restarting the PC). That should allow you to find
out exactly what’s causing your PC to run so slowly and,
perhaps, help you avoid the same situation in future.

Start Task Manager and switch to its Performance tab.
On the left, under CPU (in Windows 8.1 or later) or CPU
Usage (Windows 7) you’ll see the current load on your
PC’s processor, shown as a percentage on the next
page. 0% means the processor isn’t busy at all (a rare
occurrence), and 100% means the processor is working
flat-out.

1
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Below this, under Memory , you’ll see how much of
your PC’s RAM is currently in use.

If you click on CPU in Windows 8.1 or later, you’ll see
graphs to the right showing the recent usage of each of
your CPU’s cores. In Windows 7, these graphs are shown
constantly in the ‘CPU Usage History’ section .

Most recent CPUs are ‘dual-core’, meaning effectively
that you have two CPUs in one, so you’ll see two graphs
– one for each core. If you see four graphs, it may mean
that you have a quad-core processor (a processor with
four cores) or that each core of your dual-core CPU is
split into two units.

There are two things that typically cause your PC to run
slowly:

• The processor (CPU) is overloaded: you can often tell
when your PC’s processor is having to work hard by
the noise of the internal fans that come on to try to

2

3
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cool down the CPU. If you take a look at the graphs
in Task Manager you’ll see exactly how much load is
being put on the processor. If the load is permanently
high, something is obviously occupying your PC’s
attentions and perhaps giving it little time to take
any notice of what you’re trying to do.

• The memory (RAM) is overloaded:  if Windows and
the various programs currently running are using a
lot of your PC’s RAM, this could cause your PC to run
slowly. If the load gets too close to 100%, Windows
will start to clear some space in the RAM by moving
data to the hard disk. You might notice some noise
from the hard drive while this is happening, and
you’ll almost certainly notice that the PC responds
very sluggishly if you’re trying to use it yourself at the
same time. The screenshot below (from Windows 10)
shows that the memory usage is currently at 94%,
indicating that Windows is about to start the slow
business of ‘swapping’ some data from the memory
to the hard disk.

Looking for clues: what’s causing the slowdown?

From looking at Task Manager’s Performance tab, you
may be able to see that something is overloading the
CPU or RAM, or both. But what? Here’s how to find out:

1. Switch to the Processes tab in the Task Manager
window.
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2. To find out which
programs are making
most use of the proc-
essor, click the CPU
column header. You’ll see a little arrowhead symbol
in this column header: make sure the arrow is
pointing downwards. If it isn’t, click the header again.
The list of currently-running programs will now be
sorted in order of their CPU usage, with those using
the most CPU time at the top of the list.

3. To find out which programs are using the most
memory, click the Memory header so that a
downward-pointing arrow appears.

Now you know which programs are currently slowing
down your PC. What can you do about it?

• Temporary solution: close one or more programs
(ideally those placing the most strain on the CPU or
RAM) to ease the load on the PC.

• Permanent solution: you only need to consider this
if you find that your PC is frequently overworked.
If it’s the processor that’s commonly overworked,
sadly the only option is to buy a new PC – your
current PC is presumably no longer in its first flush
of youth and its processor struggling to keep up
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with the requirements of modern software. If the
problem is that the RAM is constantly full, follow
the steps in the section below.

Does My PC Need More RAM?  
Your PC probably has a light on the top or front that
flashes to indicate when the hard disk is in use. In normal
operation, this should flash now and again, notably
when starting programs or opening and saving files.
However, if your PC is lacking memory (RAM), this light
will flash more frequently – perhaps almost constantly –
indicating that your PC is having to supplement the RAM
by using the far-slower hard disk as an extra memory
store.

If you notice that your hard disk is almost-constantly
active, you can put the Task Manager to use to keep an
eye on the situation:

• Check the RAM load: look at the total RAM usage on
the Performance tab, and see which programs are
using the most memory by following step 3 on page
6. You can keep the Task Manager window open
while you work, checking it
occasionally to see what’s
happening: if you open the
Options menu and click
Always on top, the Task
Manager window will remain constantly in view.

• Check the hard disk activity: this works a little
differently according to your version of Windows.

Windows 8.1 or later: swi-tch to the Performance tab
and click the Disk 0 item on
the left. The percentage
figure shown below the
words ‘Disk 0’ shows the
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current hard disk activity, and the graph to the right
shows its recent activity.

Windows 7: switch to the Performance tab and then click
the Resource Monitor button at the bottom.  Next,
switch to the Disk Activity tab and you’ll see a bar like
the one pictured below which contains a note of the
hard disk’s current activity (xx% Highest Active Time).
There’s also a graph (to the right in Windows 7, and at
the top in Vista) showing the recent disk usage.
If you find that the RAM is only occasionally at full

capacity, you don’t have to change anything – that’s
quite normal.

However, if your PC’s RAM seems to be permanently in
almost-full use and you’re aware of near-constant hard
disk activity while you work, it’s best to do something
about it. For one thing, it’s not much fun using a PC that
runs at a snail’s pace. More importantly, this constant disk
activity will take its toll on your hard drive and could
cause it to fail completely.

Your next step depends on what you uncovered by
keeping an eye on Task Manager:

• If you found that your PC’s RAM is indeed almost-
constantly in full use, the solution is to add more
memory to your PC. You may be able to do this by
adding more memory chips, or you may have to
replace your existing memory chips with higher-
capacity chips.

• If you found that your PC’s RAM usage isn’t
particularly high, but you’re still aware of an
unusually-high amount of hard disk activity, that
suggests that your hard disk is almost completely full
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and has only a small amount of free space left. (You
can check this by pressing Win+E to open File
Explorer, right-clicking your hard drive’s icon and
choosing Properties, and looking at the figures
shown beside the words Free space and at the pie
chart below.) In this case, delete as much unnecessary
data from the disk as you can, or add another disk to
your PC (such as an external hard drive that connects
via a USB cable) and move as much data as you can
from the main hard disk to the new one.

Program Crash: What Should I Do?  
I’m sure this has happened to you at least once, and
perhaps many times. You’ve been working with a
program on your PC when suddenly it locks solid and
refuses to respond: any keys and key combinations you
press are ignored, and the program takes no notice
when you click anywhere in its window. If you have a
look at its title bar, you’ll probably see the words (Not
Responding) after the program’s name. That’s the
giveaway: the program has crashed.

All you can do is close the program, but how can you do

that if it won’t respond? Your first thought might be to
restart the PC, but there’s no need to do anything so
drastic or long-winded – turn to Task Manager instead: 
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1. Start Task Manager and
select the Processes tab
(in Windows 8.1 or
later) or the Applications tab (in Windows 7/Vista/XP).
In the list of programs, you’ll see the program that
has crashed, with the words Not respondingbeside it.

2. Right-click this program in the list and choose End
task. Wait a few seconds and, with a bit of luck, the
crashed program will close and disappear from this
list. If so, you can ignore the remaining steps, close
Task Manager and get back to work.

3. If the program didn’t close, right-click it again and
this time choose Go to details (in Windows 8.1 or
later) or Go To Process (in Windows 7). Task Manager
will now switch to a list of all the programs that are
currently running; it will also automatically select the
program in this list that has crashed.

4. Right-click the program that has been selected and
choose End task (in Windows 8.1 or later) or End
process (in Windows 7).  

5. A little message box will appear asking if you want to
end this program. Click the End process button in this
message box. After a couple of seconds the crashed
program will close. 

You can now close Task
Manager and continue
working.
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